Vellum. 7 1/4 x 5 3/4 in. 79 ff., single column, 82-33 lines to a page, ruled with a head rule, some pointing in red. The original manuscript may be in the original order. XII-Cent. Small, much contracted hand, without headings, capitals sometimes in red. The upper part of ff. 1-14 and 70-73 is stained with damp, and 1 and 73 are much defaced.


Suis somnis beneficemini: cum Iacob fundam quasi subripientes in alium hostias acceptavimus. 75b is blank.

The readings are numbered by the original hand in Latin letters in Roman figures, and the Sermons up to 100 in the early XV cent. A collection with the same receipt is in Oxford, Bodleian Lib., Misc. 506; Edinburgh, Univ. Lib., 96.

Three leaves of another copy survive at the end of no. 36 C. 6. 10.

On 75b at the foot of the text (xxv) is: '1st. Liber est ad usum fratris Petri Brunelli qui cum emit in Valencia anno quod legit primam Philosophiam. Nellea cum funebri in vetere latio. What may be another name is illegible at the end of 1. Inside the foot cover is (xxv) 13166 in red chalk.

Presented by the Rev. E. G. Surman, M.A., chaplain of King's College. 1893.